In [l] Robert Hermann introduced the concept of tangent vector fields on the space of maps of one manifold into another. A special type of these are the "¿-vector fields" which were studied in [3] , where this author defined their bracket and exponential. This paper explores further the analogy with classical continuous groups. Specifically, we study invariance of systems of partial differential equations under è-vector fields. 
Conversely, if <p: C"'(Ji)->C'c(Ji+k) satisfies (A), ■ ■ ■ , (E) when P*9 is replaced by <£, then <p = Pid.
Another important property for us is that if FECx(Ji),f: Then (dn/dtn)F(j"x(f))\ <=0 = 0 for all xEN, FG2, and n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ .
Proof. From Lemma 3, f /(/,(/)) = pV)U**C7). We can see that 6 generates solutions of the Cauchy problem associated with 2. Since 6 is independent of x" and p\, it can be considered a 1-vector field on £"_1. Suppose/0: Fn_1->£m is the initial data at xn = 0. Suppose 7={xn|-e<xn<e} and /: En~1Xl-+Em is an integral curve of 6 through /0. But that is merely another way of saying that / is a solution of 2.
